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[ H AWA I ’ I K A KO U ]

Ho’okumu ka lani
Ho’okumu ka honua
Ho’okumu ke kanaka...
Eia ka honua,
ka honua nei,
ka honua ala,
ka honua i loko,
i waho,_ma luna
i lalo no...

[ THE MURAL HUI]

'Oli

May the heavens be established,
the earth to grow and humankind
to set as its renewed foundation,
belonging to mother, not separate
from her. Here is the earth, the
earth here, there, the earth within,
outside, above and below. Here
is man from everywhere, we are
connected, connected also to this
beloved land...

_ _
Eia na
_ ka
_ naka
_
mai 'o a_'o _
pilina no
_ kakou _
_
pilina pu, mai keia ku'u 'aina e...

was made possible
through the funding and efforts of the following individuals and entities:
H AWA I ' I K U L I K E K A KO U : A CO M M U N I T Y M U R A L P R O J E C T

Funding for Hawai'i Kākou was provided by

the people of Hawai'i through the Office of Hawaiian Affairs
HAKU 'IA NA
MELEANNA MEYER

Partnering organizations include

Hawai'i Convention Center, Hawai'i
Tourism Authority, Council for Native Hawaiian
_
Advancement, Native Books/Na Mea Hawai'i, Pu'uhonua Society, Hawai'i Maoli

Kumu Artists
10 ft x 64 ft mural began on Monday, October 3, with a simple gathering and
_
prayers requesting insight and guidance from our ancestors. Five kumu, six alaka'i and
seventeen haumana (ages 12 - 19) faced eight large panels waiting to receive "new old
wisdoms" from our indigenous collective.
The weeks prior to painting the mural, the kumu had been preparing through individual
and group work to represent indigenous economies and communities through native
Hawaiian symbols and metaphor. Layers and layers of sketches, color, metaphor, images and stories were added to the mural, offering insights into a Hawaiian view of
ways to be "in exchange" with the gods, nature and each other.
More than twelve hundred hours were spent on-mural in seven days. By Wednesday,
October 12th, the mural, a gift from the Office of Hawaiian Affairs to the Hawai'i Tourism
Authority, was installed at the Hawai'i Convention Center as the first piece of
Native Hawaiian art on display in this public space.
We gather to offer our gratitude to the efforts of so many who worked together, seen
and unseen, to inspire, create and support this project.

MURAL VIEWING GUIDE

Kahi Ching
Solomon Enos
Al Lagunero
Meleanna Meyer [PO'O]
Harinani Orme

Alaka'i Artists
Kupono Duncan
Robin Fifita
Sarah Ing
Shad Kaluhiwa
Kai'ili Kaulukukui
Cory Taum

Haumāna

Kalau Ayau
Lilia Chan
Kala Domingo
Kahiau Freitas
Welo Goslin-Niheu
Paige Ka'ea
Kapeliela Kipi

Kamalama Lehano
Kawailele Miller
Malialani Naff
Kelly Nakasone
Cheyenne Nickens
Makana Phillips
Waialeale (Mia) Sarsona
Wahineaukai Smith
Mahiemaikalani Wilhelm
Makana Wilhlem

Kāko'o
Alice Chen
Tricia Fifita
Matthew Ing
Ke Kai Kealoha
Maile Meyer
Margie Sexton
Roopal Shah

Kōkua

Lynette Adams, Teddi Andersen, Limtiaco Company,
Peter Apo, La'akea Carvalho

_
M A H A L O N O!

from Knowledge in Motion,
Del Ching and the staff of Na
Mea Hawai'i, John Condrey,
Lynn Cook, Joe Davis and the
staff of the Hawai'i Convention Center, Heather Guigni,
Renea Stewart and Ted Jung
from Juniroa Productions,
Peggy Krantz of Design Studio,
Moana Meyer of Liv International, Kyle MetCalf, Jon Staub
from Philpotts Interiors, Laurie
Tom, Henry Mochida, Thomas
Blair and Seiji Ogawa from
UH Urban Planning, Kehaulani
Lum, Aunty Pi’olani Motta,
Aunty Ti, Tolly

Mahalo piha to all of the
named and unnamed community members who helped
make this project possible, and
to our ancestors, always with
us in our best endeavours.
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H A W A I ' I L O A K U L I K E K AK O U

_
[ H A W A I ' I K A K O U : 10 ’ X 6 4 ’ ]

[ MURAL VIEWING GUIDE]
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'Auamo

Na'au, Na'auao

[ C A R RY I N G ST I C K ]

[ GUTS]

'Auamo kuleana, representing
humankind’s responsibility to care
for all that is. Horizon line – earth,
an island – integral to the holding of
the world along with humankind’s
'auamo kuleana. Universal responsibility, the work is not done until all
peoples and their motherlands and
oceans are in balance.

Enlightened as spirit compels humankind to its calling, to digesting
what has been done, what needs
still yet to be accomplished.
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The Colors
Amber, ocher, yellow and blue –
colors of hope and the urgency of
fire. The pinks, oranges and purples
the color of organs, exposed and
vulnerable. Washed over all, crimson
exposing the internal bleeding that is
the state of the people and environment impacted by exploitation
and imbalance.

_
_
H A W A I ' I L O A K U L I K E K AK O U
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"Art is our visual currency. We trade in heartworks;
we trade in spirit; we trade in aloha." - M E L E A N N A M E Y E R
"What we face in this project is a profound
challenge: to take the whole coconut grove and
put it back into the seed." - A L L AG U N E R O

Akua

"Paint your own rainbow the way you see it."
- S O LO M O N

[ SPIRIT BEING]
Humankind’s highest manifestation, always at center, always in the
embrace of humanity. Caring and
witnessing humankind’s awakening
at this time of crisis.
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Lotus Leaf and Kalo
Representations of east and west
through plant forms and cultural
symbolism.
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From Canyons
to Ocean Depths
The expanse of the canyons at left,
the earth’s timeless pinnacles - and
right, the seas, its deepest crevices
and corals alive, part of the continuum of Earth island.

ENOS
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The Womb
This stylized embryo represents
humanity and joins the idea that the
earth and oceans are wombs, nurturing and birthing. The wellness of
the womb, the health of our natural
environment, affects the wellness of
our children.
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Po'e

Kai, Moana, Wai

[ THE PEOPLE]

[ W AT E R ]

People are pushing and pulling,
weaving and gathering the land as
they are pushed, pulled, woven and
gathered by the land. We have a
direct relationship with our environment. A kind of dance in balance
and timed with the seasons.

Kupukupu Fern

Water provides nourishment and is
life sustaining for the earth and its
people. As island people, we have
relationships with all forms of water,
nourishment from the fish in the
ocean; we eat what comes from
our streams. We are connected to
others through the tides and as we
navigate across bodies of water. Our
own bodies are made of mostly water; flowing through us and connecting us to each other, inside and out.

The ferns bring in elements of sacredness. Economies without sacredness
are, by definition, exploitation.
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New Moon
Cycles of moon and seasons, spirit
in all things living, the growing new
moon. Connecting to natural
rhythms and our cycles of planting,
harvesting, fishing and praying.

The Tiny Dots
_
Throughout the mural the haumana
added small dashes, as well as the
“fish” forms that swim and move
through nearly every bit of space,
representing the currents, winds,
veins and arteries that weave
elements together – the
“currency” of this piece.

